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From Digital Signage
to Digital Experience

W

hen I wake up in the morning, I always feel excited
to learn about what has happened while I was
sleeping. The world is moving faster than ever
before and technological progress is always moving forward.
What I thought would never happen only a couple of years ago, is
now coming to pass. New technologies are being developed and
designed that will improve the lives of millions of people around
the world.

viewneo Analytics
Harness the power
of your data
Illustrate trends and analyze the direction
of your company at a glance.

Available now on
www.viewneo.com

“Everyone here
has the sense
that right now
is one of those
moments when
we are influencing
the future.”
– Steve Jobs

Big Data, IoT, and AI have all been hot buzzwords over the past few
years. But for most people, these buzzwords never got beyond the
headlines in the news. Now, however, companies worldwide are
finally starting to understand the potential and powerful ways that
these new technologies can be combined to impact our daily lives.
These tools are no longer viewed as expensive and out of the reach
of the masses. Instead, they have become more affordable and
easier to use than ever before.
I believe that as these different technologies come together,
they will have a tremendous effect on our industry. By thinking
outside the box and implementing ideas that were previously
only dreamed about, we can offer new and exciting offers to our
customers that will improve and expand their businesses. It’s an
exciting time to be alive and I am glad that I have the chance to
share it with you.
Greetings,
Manfred Lüdtke
CEO @ Adversign Media GmbH / viewneo
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B

asic Digital Signage advertising
is old news. The future of the
industry will be found by connecting Digital Signage with other modern
technologies. By linking Digital Signage
with mobile and other online tools, such as,
IoT, Big Data or Artificial Intelligence, it will
fundamentally change the traditional way
of doing business over the next few years.
These changes present real opportunities
for the entire industry.

From Digital Signage
to Digital Experience

The Internet of Everything Enables
Context-Aware Customer
Experiences

Smart Solutions Through System
Networking

General In-Store Offers
Displays special promotions available
to everyone in the store
Sensor-aided Stocktaking
Real-time overview of the inventory
of all products tagged with RFID chips
Event-Driven Content
Displays additional information
and offers on RFID-tagged products

The future of retail begins today
Change is the only constant in today’s business world. Additionally, the entire framework of industries are undergoing monumental changes. But the retail sector is
particularly facing challenges in the wake
of the growth of e-business. Retail has to
change or it faces extinction. The result is
that the shopping experience of the future
will look very different than today’s malls.
To survive, retail will have to offer something that the online world is struggling
to provide. To try to
compete, retailers have
“When using new
been expanding their
technologies at
the POS, the needs online offerings with a
and benefits of the focus on providing an
integrated customer
customer are the
experience.
most important

considerations. A
concept that uses
new technologies
in an effort to show
off, is nothing more
than expensive
showmanship with
any added value for
the customer.”

	Sebastian Scheid, UX Evangelist
at viewneo

However, too often
the result is that the
two worlds (online and
offline) remain isolated.
So instead of playing to
their strengths, retail
is trying to compete
head-on with some
of the internet heavyweights.

It is better to fight against Internet competitors with something that is easier to master:
Experiences. Retailers have the ability to
create and provide a shopping experience,
get feedback directly from the customer on
their wants and needs and then react. But
technology shouldn’t be entirely left out of

Audience-Driven Content
Uses face recognition to display
offers on digital signs tailored
to a consumer‘s preferences

Checkout Optimization
Shows estimated waiting time
for each checkout based on
number of detected persons
in front of the checkout

the equation. Customer data that can be recorded as efficiently and inexpensively as in
the online world is a prerequisite. Then the
question is, how to get a hold of this data?

ditional Digital Signage. Digital Experiences provide connections between companies, partners, employees and customers.
It is about more than just selling a product.

Digital Experience

Internet of Things

It’s about creating a Digital Experience that
is based on modern technologies and the
Internet. This results in companies being
able to offer services that go beyond just
digitizing paper processes - and beyond tra-

Meanwhile the latest inventions from Silicon Valley, such as smart street lamps that
are able to find free parking spots, are being
rolled out in communities around the country. One of the main reasons for the spread
of technologies for the internet of things is
the rapidly falling prices.

77%

Behind the
curve

16% Early
adopters
3% Missed
the chance
4% Don‘t know

Base: All surveyed retailers (n=530)
Source: Bitkom Research

With Cloud Services, Artificial Intelligence
and the Internet of Things, even the most
demanding projects can be implemented.
However, in order to make it a “smart system” it needs to be networked with adjacent systems. The resulting communication
between the isolated solutions creates value which is greater than the sum of the individual solutions. A self-contained solution.
When systems are intelligently linked,
everyone involved benefits: An electronic cash register benefits when it receives
data from networked third-party systems.
Smart solutions arise when all of the system
participants benefit from each other. Solutions whose mutually influencing system
participants can also optimize themselves.
All for one purpose: Digital Experience.

Where Does the Data Come from?

In-Store Maps
Shows location of a product in the
store and the best route to get there

Where retailers see
their company in the
digital transformation
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Internet-enabled devices such as sensors
and actuators are becoming more cost-effective, smaller and more powerful. This
allows for the development of projects
that only a few years ago would have been
viewed as blowing the budget. But even
though these technologies are becoming
more readily available, there are only a few
companies that have learned to take advantage of them.

The first step for both artificial and natural
intelligence is to get the data that they want
to analyze. What has long been standard
on the Internet; however, is much more
difficult offline: collecting data about the

Event-Driven Content
Displays automated dynamic playlists
with content that responds to triggers
like weather changes

Retailers cite the technology trends shaping the future
Percentage of respondents planning investments by 2021

2021

70 %

2021

68 %

2021

57 %

Internet of things

Machine Learning

Automation

Giving a digital voice to people, processes and things to improve the customer
experience, enhance supply chain visibility and expand revenue opportunities.

Analytics and predictive models to
help retailers personalize customer
experiences and enhance inventory
demand, forecasting and visibility.

Automation for packing and shipping
orders, inventory tracking, checking
in-store inventory levels and assisting
customers in finding items.
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AGE:29
MOOD:HAPPY

user. Now thanks to the IoT industry, the
playing field is being leveled. Usage data at
terminals can be recorded as well as placed
into categories, such as the visitor’s age and
gender.

1. Capture Visitors
Use the viewneo FR-Cam to detect faces
and recognize gender, age and mood of
individuals. Improve your marketing and
target your content with this information.

And with this data, which was previously
unavailable, customers can be more narrowly targeted than ever before. But it’s not
just about collecting data on customers
and employees to streamline processes.

“Make it simple”
The focus should be about making things
easier by getting rid of as many customer
pain points as possible. One example of this
thinking is Amazon Go. The online giant has
realized that the current checkout process is
obsolete, and have focused on removing it
as a pain point. It is about providing a comfortable, line-free experience for customers
that also saves the company money.
The shopping experience is changed to focus on providing a positive customer experience by improving or - if they were unpopular - removing customer roadblocks.

6. Optimize Content
Optimize your content to reflect
the type of visitors looking at by using
real-time data obtained through Face
Recognition and visitor interactions.

competitor will. But those who aren’t experts in the field of digitalization often lack
the necessary knowledge to see the big picture. Nobody can predict what the future
will hold. However, one thing that is certain
is that companies who are able to exploit

viewneo NoviSign Signage Mango
$ 18.00
$ 20.00
Live
Signs
$ 22.50 $ 24.99

Source: Own Research, March 2018

The collected data is archived and
evaluated in viewneo. The dashboard
view provides an overview of the
visitor’s data. Changes in data allow
for early intervention or optimization.

Content -Aware
Digital E xperience
with v iewneo

With viewneo Analytics, all visitor
interactions are recorded on the touch
screen or kiosk terminal. Use these
interactions to get valuable insights
into your customers.

Costs of Digital Signage Software
Comparison: Price per device / per month in USD
Yodeck
$ 7.99

2. Collect + Evaluate

APTIKO
$ 37.67

Enplug
$ 199.00

3. Reactive Content

Using the viewneo Butler enables you to show
personalized commercials when individuals
appear. Sensors can allow content to be
displayed when an event is triggered.

you need them, all from one source. And
you can rest assured that everything will
work together seamlessly.

Digital Signage, IoT and AI

The cloud-based Digital Signage system
viewneo allows you to get started with
just the components you need and adjust
components as the needs of your business
change.

It’s frustrating enough to make you want
to give up before you even get started.
viewneo is an interconnected system that
allows you to integrate components when

Integration with Third-Party
Systems

4. Content-Driven Events

new opportunities will find themselves in
a better position in the long-run. Either you
get with the program or you get left behind.

How can companies prepare themselves?
The current Digital Signage market is a
hodgepodge with manufacturer A offering
Digital Signage, while manufacturer B sells
sensors and facial recognition, and data
analysis is only offered by company C and D.

This makes viewneo suitable for a simple,
Digital Signage installation with just a few
screens at a single location, as well as for a
global Enterprise Digital Experience solution.

React on real-time data with
the appropriate content.
This ensures your content is
relevant for the viewer.

5. Record Interactions

Industry 4.0
The number of technical possibilities continues to grow. However, the direction of
the Fourth Industrial Revolution still has
more questions than answers. But even
without knowing all of the answers, entire
industries are undergoing changes and disruptions. There is no question that the trend
of ever-increasing technology use in the
business world will continue. The advantages offered by technology have grown so
large that if you don’t find a way to incorporate them, you can rest assured that your

looking for. Trying to be too cheap with
a project can also fail due to a lack of reliability or functionality. viewneo offers a
scalable, cloud-based solution that’s both
easy to use and affordable, starting at an
entry-level price. If you need to change the
configuration of your system, components
are easy to add and remove.

GENDER:FEMALE

Since the only thing constant in life is
change, having a system that can keep up
with changes in your business is important.
This means that viewneo is a great solution
whether you are starting out or looking to
scale up a complex enterprise solution.

The existing API enables data exchange
with third-party systems in viewneo. So
warehouse, cash or other software systems
can be easily connected and turned into a
complete, digital solution.

For Project
Planning
 Use modular systems
 Choose innovative,
forward-thinking partners
 Only solution with application
interface (API)

Enterprise solution at an
Entry-Level Price
Interconnected, adaptable and forward-thinking technologies are just some
of the important aspects that you should
consider when looking for an enterprise
partner. But also finding a solution that fits
your budget is the cherry on top.
Modularity, adaptability and future-proof
technologies are just a few important aspects. The costs associated with the rollout and operation of a project are another. When the costs are too high, not only
do you risk blowing your budget but also
find you might not get everything you are

The digital poster was yesterday. Those
who want to make the journey into the
future need to partner with companies
that are focused on developing new and
innovative solutions that utilize the latest
technological solutions.
viewneo is the leading interconnected
Digital Experience solution that allows
you to enter the market quickly and at
an affordable price point. The viewneo
system is also flexible, so you can add and
remove components at any time.
The result is a system that fits your needs.
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viewneo Digital Signage Software
Highlight Features + Additional Possbilities
Provide advertising and information to your customers, guests or visitors.
viewneo consolidates all your messages in one place and enables you to
distribute them over one, two or thousands of screens.
Individual Plans

Customize your System

Create Content Online

Create a free account and test viewneo includ-

We designed viewneo as a fully customizable

Create new advertisements without exter-

ing all features for 30 days. Afterwards you

modular system. Choose from a growing

nal programs. With the integrated content

benefit from our highly flexible system: Add

range of Plugins for additional features and

designer, you can create great looking slides

or remove optional features at any time.

build your own Digital Signage Software.

in an instant.

Analyze, Control + Evaluate

Track + Detect

Get meaningful insights on your visitors

With the camera module of viewneo and

using viewneo Analytics. Analyze playouts

integrated Face Recognition, you can obtain

and export them into a spreadsheet for fur-

metadata, such as the age and gender of your

ther data analysis with viewneo Reports.

visitors.

Inform + Get inspired

Schedule Content + Playlists

Communicate

Make your screens more interesting with

Set timers to schedule your playouts and

Publish the latest news and information on all

up-to-date infotainment or choose from

change individual content or entire playlists

of your office monitors, including PCs.

more than 200 templates to create your own

automatically.

Starts from $18 per month

viewneo Plugins

viewneo Analytics + Reports

Free News Feeds + Templates

Time Control

Content Designer

viewneo Screensaver

viewneo Enterprise and White Label
The Solution for Franchises and Large Companies

Design and implement localized marketing campaigns in a few minutes.









Available from 1 license
Unlimited client accounts
Content and playlist sharing
API key / open interface
White label CMS (optional)
Email support
Phone support (optional)

GENDER:FEMALE

Face Recognition
Knock, knock!
Who's there?
Get a better picture of your audience with
data on a variety of different attributes.

Create content in one central location and distribute it throughout the
whole system with viewneo Enterprise.
Key Features

MOOD:HAPPY

Audience Tracking

presentation.

Create client accounts for individual
stores or users. Define the number
of licenses, storage space, and usage
rights, for each individual client
account.

AGE:29

Pricing
Starts at $ 24000 / month
Contact us for a free trial
enterprise@viewneo.com

Find more information at
www.viewneo.com
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viewneo Digital Signage Hardware
Digital Signage Players

viewneo IoT Solutions
Hardware and Components for the Internet of Things

smart Media Player

Smart Hub for IoT Devices

Full HD or 4K Ultra HD: The 4K SignageBox turns
your screens into real eye-catchers.

The viewneo Butler acts as the control center for all sensors and
receptors associated with the viewneo system. By combining Digital
Signage and Internet of Things you are now able to create unique
customer experiences.

viewneo 4K SignageBox

viewneo Butler

 Brillant resolution up to 4K Ultra HD
 Powerful octa-core processor for
stable 24/7 operation
 Works with any modern screen
 Easy setup via remote control
 24 months warranty

Combine the Butler with any Zigbee module such as wireless
sockets, infrared sensors, ultrasonic sensors, HDMI switches,
NFC pads, light bulbs, smart buttons, and many more.

Just Plug-and-play

IoT Camera Module

The viewneo SignageStick 2 proves that good
things come in small packages.

External Face Recognition camera module. The viewneo FR-Cam
captures the demographic data of the viewer and triggers the
events which are stored in the CMS.

viewneo SignageStick 2
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viewneo FR-Cam

Full HD / 1080p video and HQ audio
Low power consumption (max. 2.5 watts)
Works with any modern screen
Easy setup
WiFi antenna
12 months warranty

 Wide angle lenses
 Gender / age / emotion
 24/7 operating

All-in-one Touch Screen

viewneo VS-Touch

The viewneo VS-Touch is the solution for interactive,
yet space-saving digital signage.






Up to Full HD
Touch screen for interactive content and kiosk apps
Integrated WiFi or Ethernet
VESA mountable
Variants: 10.1“, 14“, 15.6“, 18.5“, 21.5“

viewneo IoT

Unlimited possiblities
Compatible with all devices and systems, which are using
Zigbee HA, such as Philips Hue or others.
Extend your system with sensors or actuators like motion sensors,
ultrasonic sensors, power plugs, NFC pads, RFID chips. Connect with
platforms such as IFTTT, ThingSpeak or Zapier and automate your
processes.

©2018 viewneo® is a trademark of Adversign Media GmbH
Adversign Media GmbH | Immermannstr. 12 | 40210 Düsseldorf | Germany
www.viewneo.com

